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1 . 

This invention appertains to amusement de 
vices, and more particularly to a novel animated 
target. i ` ` 

One of the primary objects of my invention, is 
to provide a target shaped to simulate an animal, 
with novel means for setting the target in motion 
when the target plate, i; e., bull’s eye, is forcibly 
struck by a missile. i 
Another salient object of my invention is to 

provide an animated target shaped to simulate a l 
mule, with means for automatically swinging the 
body upward at its rear end and immediately 
thereafter swinging the‘legs upwardly and rear 
wardly, whereby to closely copy the antics of a 
live, kicking mule, when the target plate is struck 
by a baseball or similar missile. i 1 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a ilexible tail carried by the rear quarters of the 
target so that upon the upward kicking of the 
legs the tail will swing free upward therewith. 
A further important object of my invention is 

the provision of means for automatically napping 
the ears of the target during the upward swing 
ing movement of the body of the target. 
A still further important object of my inven 

tion is to provide means for automatically sound 
ing an audible signal when the target plate is 
struck, the signal being in the form of a horn to 
imitate the braying of a mule. f 
With these and other objects in view, the in 

vention consists in the novel construction, ar 
rangement land formation of parts, as will be 
hereinafter more specifically described and 
claimed, and illustrated `in the accompanying 
drawings, in which drawings, 

Figure l is a front elevational View of my im 
proved target. 

Figure 2 is a rear elevational view thereof. 
Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2, but 

showing the target after being struck by a missile 
and the parts to simulate a kicking mule. 
Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary detail sec 

tional view, taken on the line 4-4 of Figure 2, 
looking in the direction of the arrows, illustrat 
ing the target plate andthe releasecatch actu 
ated thereby. 

Figure 5 is a detail, fragmentary sectional view 
taken on the line 5--5 of Figure 2, looking in the 
direction of the arrows, illustrating the mounting 
of the body of the mule on the main support. 
Figure 6 is a vertical sectional View taken on 

the line 6-6 of Figure 2, looking in the direction 
of the arrows, illustrating the mounting of the 
swinging rear legs on the body. 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary detail horizontal sec 
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tional view, taken on the line l-l of Figure 2, 
looking in the direction of the arrows, illustrating 
the release mechanism for the swinging legs 
after limited swinging movement of the body. 
Figure 8 is a det-ail sectional View taken on the 

line 8-8 of Figure 2, looking in the direction of 
the arrows, illustrating `the snubber and shock 
absorbing mechanism utilized for limiting the 
upward swinging movement of the rear legs of 
the target. ` 

Figure 9 is a detail sectional view, takenon the 
line 9--9 of Figure 2, looking in the direction of 
the arrows, illustrating the switch mechanism 
employed for closing the circuit through the elec 
tric horn, or other audible signal.` \ ì. 
Figure l0 is a View similar to Figure 9, and 

showing the engagement of the contacts for clos 
ing the circuit upon swinging movement of the 
body. 
Figure 11 is a view similar to Figures 9 and 10, 

but showing the position of the movable Contact 
after the completion of the swinging movement 
of the body. I i 

Figure 12 is a detail vertical sectional view 
taken on the line I2---I2` of Figure lO, showing 
the arrangement Vand construction of the con 
tacts. 
`Figure 13 is a detail vertical sectional‘view, 

taken on the line I3--I3 of Figure 2, looking in 
the direction of the arrows, illustrating the 
mounting and construction of the ears of the 
target. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, wherein 

similar reference characters designate corre 
sponding parts throughout the several views, the 
letter T generally indicates my animated target. 
The same in its preferred form takes the shape 
of a mule, and hence includes a body l 5 and head 
I6 formed integral with one another; front legs 
I1 and I8, and rear legs I9 and 20. The target 
is provided with suitable appendages such as a 
ilexibletail 2| and ears 22 and 23. The body I5 
and its head I6, the legs `I`I and I8 and the legs 
I9 and 20 have their outer exposed surfaces suit 
a‘bly upholstered, as a-t 23’, to give a rounded, 
pleasing effect to the entire target. The body 
I5, at the desired'point is provided with a target 
opening 24 of a certain size in rear of which is 
positioned the movable target plate 25, which will 
be later described in detail. 

` The body I5 is mounted for swinging movement 
on the legs I1 and I8 and hence these legs are 
rigidly secured to a suitable support against 
movement for effectively carrying the body. As 

i‘illustrated, braces 26 and 21 are secured to the> 
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legs and to a floor, or other base. Attention is 
directed to the fact that the inner front leg I8 
extends a material distance above the outer front 
leg I‘I across the inner surface of the body I5. A 
pivot bolt 28 is carried by the legs Il and I8 and 
the front portion of the body I5 is received be 
tween the legs Il and I3 and is mounted for rock 
ing movement upon the pivot bolt. The nut 25 
for the pivot bolt can be held against accidental 
vturning movement by a bracket 35, which is se 
cured to the leg I 8. The bracket Sil is provided 
with a resilient arm for engaging and holding 
the nut. By referring to Figure 5, it can be seen 
that the legs Il and IS are rigidly connected to 
gether by the use of suitable blocks 3l and bolts 
32. Rearward of the front legs Il and lil and 
forwardly of the rear legs IS and 2i), is a. sup- > 
porting standard 33, which isrigidly secured to 
the floor, or other supporting base, and this 
standard extends up over the inner face of the 
body I5, and is rigidly- connected` to the'inner 
front leg EB, by a brace strap Se. 
From the description so far, it can be seen that 

the body I5 is mountedfor free swinging move 
ment on its pivot bolt 2S. The body is guided on 
the standard 33 by a guide loop 35, rigidly se 
cured to the body l5, and this-loop is of a surri 
cient size to allow movement of the body upward 
along the standard and laterally of the standard. 
A relatively strong coil spring 3E, is provided 

for normally swinging the body I5 on the legs, 
and one end of the spring is connected, as at 3l, 
tothe body adjacent to the‘head le forwardly of 
the legs I'I and E8. The lower> end of the spring 
is secured, as at 38, to the rigid leg I3 and hence 
the spring 35 functions to pull downen the front 
of the body and swing up the rear end of the 
body. The guide loop 35 functions to limit the 
upward rear swinging movement of the body and 
if preferred, I can provide another guide loop 39, 
rigidly carried by the body and which receives 
the upper end of the inner leg I8. This loop 39 
eiïectively guides the body in its swinging move 
ment and limits the swinging thereof. If desired, 
a second contractile coil spring e!) can be em 
ployed for cooperation with the spring 3B, to 
swing the body. The upper end of the spring 
4l) is secured, as at lll, to the upper end-of the 
inner leg I6, and the lower end of the spring is 
connected asat 42 to the body I5 rearwardly of 
the pivot point of the body. An additional con 
tractile coil spring dll’ can also be employed for 
insuring the proper swinging of the body and 
this spring is arranged adjacent to the upper end 
of the body. The extremeY upper end of the 
spring is connected tothe leg Itand the lower end 
of the spring is connected to the` body. 
The body is normally held inits lowered posi 

tion against swinging movement, as shown in 
Figures l and 2, by a pivot latchlever ¿63. This 
lever is rockably mountedv adjacent to its lower 
end on a pivot pin lill, carried byv a bracket 45, 
rigidly mounted upon'the body l5. The extreme 
lower'end of the lever is provided with a hooked 
nose 4B for interengagement with a keeper lll, 
which is rigidly secured to the immovable, leg I3. 
Hence when the latch lever is connected with its 
keeper, swinging movement of the body under 
tension of the springs SI5, ¿I8 and 49’ is prevented. 
An expansion spring ¿lil is employedfor. normally 
holding the lever in its latchedposition, and this 
spring also has another function, which willnow 
be brought out. 
The target plate 25, as heretofore stated, is dis 

posed directly in rear of the opening 24 and is 
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4 
mounted for rearward sliding movement under 
the impact of _a baseball or the like. To facilitate 
the sliding of the target plate, the same is pro 
vided with a rearwardly extending guide rod £8, 
which is slidably mounted in a U-shaped bracket 
5D, rigidly connected to the body i5. The guide 
rod 49, also extends through an opening 5l, 

formed in the upper end of the latch lever The expansion spring 48 is coiled about the rod 

49 and one end. of the ̀ same engages the bracket 
50 and the other'end of the samepresses upon the 
latch lever and forces the latch lever against the 
target plate 25, and holds the target plate against 
the body. As soon as the target plate is forcibly 
struck, the same will move inwardly against ten 
sion of the spring 48 and rock the lever llt, and 
release the same from its keeper di and at this 
time the body will swing in an upward direction 
at itsrear; end. 
The rear legs IS and 2d are mounted for swing 

ing movement on the body I5 and the body I5 positionedbetween'the upper ends of the legs and 

the body and the legs areconnected by a pivot 
bolt 52, on which thev legs swing. The bolt is 
heldin position by a1 nut and the nut in turn is 
heldagainst theaccidental rotation thereof by a 
resilient arm 53` carried by the leg. A relatively 
strong contractile spring 54 is utilized for nor 
mally swinging the legs upwardly to a kicking 
position, and one end of the spring is connected 
to the body I 5„andthe other end of the spring is 
connected to the leg 2ll'above the pivot bolt 52. 
The legsv I 9 and 2D are rigidly connected together 
for synchronous movement by a brace block 5t’ 
disposed below the body I5, as is best shown in 
Figure 6. The tail 2|-, is formed from flexible ma 
terial, and is carried by the legs, and as these legs 
are swungrv upwardly under the influence of the 
spring 54, the flexibletail is also thrown up ini 
parting. a.v lifelike motion to the target. 
Meansis provided for latching the legs I5 'and 

25 in their lowered position against swinging 
movement, asshown in Figures l and 2, and this 
latch construction is such that upon release of 
thebody l5 by its latching lever d3, and 'the 
swinging movementv of the body, the legs IG and 
Et will be released for the kicking action. ’_l‘his 
latch mechanism includes a swinging latch lever 

for interengagement with a latch keeper 56 rigidly carried by the leg Si@ above and io” 

wardly of the-pivot» bolt 52„and this latch keeper 
arm has a beveledl face 5l which projects for 
wardly beyond the leg E9. The latch lever 55 is 

carried by a pair of swinging links 58 and The inner end of the lever 55 is pivotally con 

nected to the upperend of the link 53, and the 
lower end of this link is pivotally connected 'to 
the rigid standard dâ. The swinging link 5€: is 
pivotally connectedl to the body I5 of the target 
and‘the-upper-end of this link 59 is pivotally con 
nected to ̀ the latch lever 55, adjacent to the outer 
or latch endV of said lever. A light contractile 
coilspring GB isutilizedfor normally holding the 
latch lever 55 and thez links 58 and 59 up against 
downward collapsing movement and against a 
stop bracket Gl secured to the body l5. It is to 
be noted, that tholight spring @d is connected to 
the lever- 55, adjacent to the point or connection 
of the lever with the link 5t. The outer latch 
end. ofthe latch lever» 55, lis provided with a bev 
eled face 6,2-, which corresponds to the beveled 
face 5l ofthekeeper arm 55 and the latch end 
of the lever is provided with a stop plate t3. 
When the parts are in their inactive position, 

as shown in Figures 2 _and 7, the latch lever 55 is 
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'swung down so as to permit theinterengagement 
of the beveled faces 51 and 62 and`the stop plate 
t3 functions to position these‘faces relative to 
one another and swinging movementlof the legs 
IS and 20 is prevented. The beveled face ̀ 62 of 
the latch lever corresponds to the‘arc of swinging 
of the body I5 on its pivot bolt 28 and when‘the 
body is released by its latch lever 43 and the body 
swings up, the beveled face 82 "will ride past the 
beveled face 51 of vvthe keeperïarm 58, allowing 
the legs to swing upwardly and rearwardly under 
the influence of the heavy spring 54, and it is to 
be noted, that the latch lever 55 is pushed up 
wardly, by the link 59 durin'glthe swinging of the 
body, due to the movement of the pivot point of 
the lever 59 toward the link 58 `and the rigid 
standard 33, and the tension‘oi the light spring 50 
is overcome by the heavy springs 38, 40 and 40’. 
When the target plate is struck and the bodiÍ 

swings upwardly and the legs rearwardQall-of the 
mechanism can be quickly reset by merely push 
ing down on the legs I9 and 28 and then swing 
ing down on the body ’and resetting the latch 
lever 55. . ` w 

The legs I8 and 28 are swung back and up 
rather forcibly by the heavy spring 54,' and con 
sequently I prefer to use a snubber or shock ab 
sorber to cushion and limit this upward swinging 
movement. The snubber and cushioning mecha~ 
nism includes a guide rod 64, arranged below the 
pivot bolt 52 and the forward end of the rod is 
slidably mounted in a guide bracket 65, rigidly 
secured to the body. The >iorwardend of the 
guide rod is provided with a stop collar BS and a 
cushion spring Eily is coiled about‘the rod and is 
adapted to engage the bracket 55 upon upward 
swinging movement of the legs I5! and 28, as 
shown in Figure 3. The opposite end of the rod 
slidably extends through a bracket E5, which is 
pivotally mounted, as at ̀ 69 on the leg 2li, and the 
rear end of the .guide rod is provided with a stop 
15. A cushion spring 1I is coiled about the rod 
and is conñned between the stop 18 „and the 
swinging bracket 68 and functions to ‘ absorb 
shock, as the legs swing rearwardly, as shown in 
Figure 3. ' v 1_ l 

It is also one of the features of the invention, 
to sound an audible alarm, when the target plate 
25 is struck, and when the body I5 swings on its 
pivot 28. ' This audible signal is preferably in the 
nature of an electric horn 12 mounted upon the 
head I6 of the body. The horn is preferably 
pitched to somewhat imitate the braying of a 
mule. The terminals of the horn have connected 
thereto electric conducting wires 13 and 14 and 
the wire 13 leads to a contact 15 forming a part 
of a circuit closer, which will be later described. 
The wire 'I4 leads to a terminal of a transformer 
16 and the other terminal of the transformer is 
connected by a Wire 11 to a resilient contact arm 
18, which will also be described. The transformer 
'I6 can in turn be connected to any suitable source 
of electrical energy. The contact 15 is in the 
nature of a shoey and is provided with an arcuate 
leading face 19 and the contact is rigidly secured 
to the body I5 for movement therewith by means 
of a bracket 80. Fastened to the bracket and to 
the contact is a guide block BI oi insulation (see 
Figure 12) . 

The contact 18 is in the nature of a resilient 
arm and the inner end of the arm is rigidly 
connected to the upper end of the leg I8, and 
hence is held stationary by said4 leg. The eX 
treme forward end of the resilient contact 18 is 
provided with an outwardly curved guide lip 82 
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`for engagement withv thearcuate ̀ face 19 of the y, 
contact ‘shoe 15,`as will now be described. By 
referring ‘to FiguresZ ̀ and 9, it can be seen that 
when the‘body` I5 is in its lowered normal posi~ 
tion,‘the guide lip 82^of the resilient arm is 
positioned forwardly ofthe contact shoe 15v and. 
out of engagementtherewith. However,V upon 
release of the bodyythe’head portion IB of the 
body will move ¿forwardly and downwardly and 
the guide lip 82 willengage the curved surface 'i9 
of the contact shoe and will ride over the sur 
face thereof, as shown in Figure 10, establish» 
ing a circuit through the electric horn 12. Upon 
continued downward swinging movement of the 
head I6, the shoe 15 willride past the resilient 
contact arm 18, and the circuit through‘the horn 
12 will be broken (see Figure 11).` Upon the re- i 
setting‘of the target `and the upward swinging 
movement of the head I6, the contact shoe 15 
will again move ‘toward the resilient contactarm i 
18 ‘and’ the ̀ curved lip 82 will engage the rear 
curved lace 83 of the insulating block 8l and 
hence the resilient arm will be pressed inwardly 
and will not engage theelectrical conducting por 
tion of the contact shoe 15. f Upon movement oi 
the shoel15 past ‘the lip 82 (see Fig. 9), the re-> , 
silienticontact armv 'l8` will again spring outward 
ly and the'device is ready for re-us`e. i ~ 

`In order to ̀ further add to the attractiveness 
of the device, I provide novel means for swinging 
or napping the‘ears 22 and 23 of the body. The 
lower ends of the ears are rockably mounted 
upon a pivot 84 (see Figures "2, 3 and- 13). The 
ears preferably include relatively stiff plates 85 
and these plates are rigidly connected together 
by a cross pin 8,8. `,Rockably mounted “on the . 
pivot pin 86, is a forwardly extending rod 8l'. 

The rear end of the rod is pivotally connected at 88' to a bracket'ßâ) carried .by the upper end 

of the leg I8. `Upon swinging movement of the 
body on lthe pivot bolt 28, the head will move 
down and-the ears 22 and 23 will be pulled rearM 
wardly, as shown in Figure 3. l 
¿My'amusement device fis particularly adapted ` 
for- use in amusementparks and the like, as a 
‘game of skill, and each customer is given a pren l 
determined number of missiles such as baseballs 
and throws the balls at the target plate 25. Upon 
îthe striking of the target plate, the device is ' 
set in operation,` asheretofore described. 
From ̀the foregoing description, it can be seen 

that I have provided an amusement device which 
will closely simulate the lifelike motion of a kick~ 
ing mule upon the striking of a target plate. , 
Changes in details may be made without de» 

parting ̀ from the spirit or the scope of this in'my ` 
vention, but what I claim as newis: 

1. An animated amusement device simulating 
the appearance of ̀ a kicking mule comprising a 
pair of front rigidly supported legs, a body rock--v 
ably mounted at its forward end on said legs,' 
spring means normally tending to swing the body 
on the legs with the front end of the body in a 
lowered position and the rear end of the body in 
a raised position, said body having a target openu 
ing, a movable target plate in rear of said open 
ing, a releasable latch normally holding the body 
in a normal lowered position against movement 
under said spring means, means operatively con 
necting the target plate to the latch for releas 
ing the latch when said target plate is forcibly 
struck, rear legs pivotally carried by the rear end 
of the body, spring means normally urging the 
legs to a raised kicking position on said body, 
and cooperable latch means between the body and 
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_said ¿rear .flegs Y«for :normally holding .the .flegsin 
«a flowered _fposition :against .the “tension Y¿of -zsaid 
.spring-meanswhen saidfbodyzisinits normalflow 
ered position, .and 4--said ¿last .named (latch. means 
including fa rigid ,latch keeperëbarsecured to :the 
rear îlegs .above .the ,pivot point ¿thereof .shaving 
a .front »beveled nose, .-aiswinging .latch lever, .a 
swinging supporting »linkrzpivotally l.connected v.to 
the forward end of the :latch -lever .and ,pivotally 
connected f-to Aa rigid ,part :of the device, :a llitt 
.lin-k ,pivotally .secured to :the body v‘and .to the 
latch :lever 'adjacent to its y.latch.er_1d,~.1said latch 
.end of the .lever .having :a :beveled nose «for inter 
«latching »engagement with ‘th-e beveled nose fof 
the :keeper «xbar zand .means normally ,holding .-the . 

latch lever andthe links linfa'Dredeterminedraised 
position. ' y 

42. An animated amusement’device simulating 
.the appearance of :a liickingrmulezcomprisingza 
.pair of front rigidly .supported legs, Iabcd-y ¿rock 
Áably mounted Yat `its forward ̀ send `.on tsaid legs, 
springmeans normally .tending -to îswingzthe .body 
on .the :legs with the ¿front :end Vof 'the fbo'dy ~.in .a 
lowered-positionand «therear endof ̀‘.theldociy inv a 
raised position, Hsaid body ,having a target iopen~ 
ing, a movable ‘targetiplate .in ,frear .of 'sa-id -îopen 
ing, -a yreleasable latch normally y*holding 'the “body 
in a normal .lowered position against :movement 
.under :said spring means, means operatively con 
lnecting the itargetplate ‘to the 1latchffor »releasing 
the latch when said :targetplate is .forcibly struck, 
rear legs pivotally carried «by the rearlend of fthe 
body, spring means .normally .urging the :legs »to 
a raised kicking ¿position .on E«said body, .and «co 
operable latch means :between the ̀ bodyfand said 
rear >legs for normally .holding ̀ thelegs in xa Alow 
ered position .against <the .tension of said spring 
means Awhen V>said body ,is Ain Iits inormal lowered 
position, said last named latch .means including 

‘ a rigid »latch vkeeper barsecured to :the .rear -legs 
.above the pivot point thereof having x,a iront bev- 
eled nose, ya swinging :latch lever, .a .swinging .sup 
porting link pivotally ̀ connected Yto v`the .forward 
end 4of the latch lever Íand çpivotally ,connected 
to a rigid part-of «the device, ía .-lift .link ç-pivotall‘y ¿, 
secured to vthe .body Y.and :to »the .latch »lever ad 
jacent »to its latch ._end, said -latchend offthe lever 
having -a beveled .nose for linterlatching«engage 
.mentwith the'beveled/nose- of the keeper bar and 
means normallyholding the latch slever »and the 
links in a predetermined `raised position, zand 
resilient means ylimiting the =upward «swinging 
movementof the legs. 
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-3. .animated vamusement Vdevice simulating 

`the ¿appearance of îafkicking -mule »comprising ̀Ia 
.pair fof iront _rigidly _supported legs, a «body rock 
'ably mounted fat `its forward end on said legs, 
`spring means normally tending to swing the body 
v`on `thedegs lwith 'the front vend -of the body in a 
lowered ¿position and the rear end of »the body >in 
ara’íse‘d position, saidbodyhaving a target open 
ing. a movable target ̀ >plate in rear of said open 
ing, .a relea‘sable latch >normally holding the body 
in a fnormal lowered position against movement 
under said spring'means, means operatively con 
.nectingthe target ïplate to the latch for-releasing 
»the latohwhen saiditarget plate is forcibly struck, 
:rearilegs pivotallyzcarried `by the rear end of the 
body, spring ‘.means normally Aurging the legs to 
ra raised .kicking ‘position v'on r`said body, and co 
opierableîlatch means between ̀ the body and said 
rîear legs for normally holding the .legs ina low 
:ered »position :against »the :tension of said spring 
.meanswhenasaidibodyis in its normal loweredpon 
sitiOn, said last named la‘toh Vmeans ‘including a 
-rigidlatchke‘eperbar secured tothe rearlegs above 
the pivot point thereof having a front beveled 
rnose, fa swinginglatch lever, a 'swinging support 
ing linkpivotally >connected 'to the >forward end 
yof the latch lever :and :pivotally connected ‘to a 
:rigid y.part :of #the :dei/ice, ._a ilift .link pivotally se 
cured vto the body 'andito îtheiatch liever adj aoent 
‘tozitslatch yend, said ïlatch'endof the lever 4having 
a beveled noseforiinterlatching engagement with 
vthe beveled nose -of :the keeper bar, means -nor 
:mally holding the .latch ̀ lever land the links in a 
predetermined raised position, 'and ia ̀ flexible tail 
lcarried by the uppenend of fsaid‘rear legs. 
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